Episodic memory involves remembering the details that characterize a prior experience. Successful memory recovery has been associated with the reinstatement of brain activity patterns in a number of sensory regions across the cortex. However, how the hippocampus and surrounding medial temporal lobe (MTL) cortex contribute to this process is less clear. Models of episodic memory posit that hippocampal pattern reinstatement, also referred to as pattern completion, may mediate cortical reinstatement during retrieval. Empirical evidence of this process, however, remains elusive. Here, we use high-resolution fMRI and encoding-retrieval multi-voxel pattern similarity analyses to demonstrate for the first time that the hippocampus, particularly right hippocampal subfield CA1, shows evidence of reinstating individual episodic memories. Furthermore, reinstatement in perirhinal cortex (PrC) is also evident. Critically, we identify distinct factors that may mediate the cortical reinstatement in PrC. First, we find that encoding activation in PrC is related to later reinstatement in this region, consistent with the theory that encoding strength in the regions that process the memoranda is important for later reinstatement. Conversely, retrieval activation in right CA1 was correlated with reinstatement in PrC, consistent with models of pattern completion. This dissociation is discussed in the context of the flow of information into and out of the hippocampus during encoding and retrieval, respectively. V C 2016 Wiley Periodicals, Inc.
INTRODUCTION
When we think about the past, we are able to bring to mind rich images of our previous experiences, which is a defining feature of our episodic memories (Tulving, 1972) . Indeed, successful remembering of a past experience has been associated with the reactivation of the brain regions activated during that experience. Initial attempts to measure the reactivation of encoding experiences during retrieval found that cortical regions active during the encoding of particular information, for exam-ple, pictures versus sounds, are reactivated later when they are remembered even in the absence of the picture or sound (Wheeler et al., 2000; Polyn et al., 2005) . Critically, according to some theories, cortical reinstatement may be mediated by the hippocampus (McClelland et al., 1995; Norman and O'Reilly, 2003) . Specifically, it has been proposed that reactivation of hippocampal patterns, or pattern completion, can result in or mediate cortical reinstatement during remembering (McClelland et al., 1995; MAR model: Davachi and Danker, 2013) . Much current work has focused, however, on reactivation and its relationship to successful remembering, leaving the predictors that may mediate reinstatement underexplored. Here, we use high-resolution fMRI to identify signatures of pattern completion in the hippocampus and to explore the factors that mediate reinstatement within the medial temporal lobe (MTL) cortex.
Recent advances in multivariate fMRI analyses, which measure the similarity of patterns of activation elicited during encoding and retrieval, have provided highly sensitive tools that can be used to characterize the reinstatement of memories in the human brain. One approach measures the reinstatement of particular classes of content, for example, faces or objects, by comparing 'average' encoding and retrieval trials that involved the same class of content. Prior work using this approach has shown that successful remembering is associated with the similarity between average encoding and retrieval patterns of activation in a variety of cortical regions including ventral temporal cortex (Polyn et al., 2005; Davachi and Danker, 2013; Gordon et al., 2014) , prefrontal and parietal cortex (Kuhl et al., 2012; Kuhl and Chun, 2014) and even early visual regions (Bosch et al., 2014 ). An alternative approach used here employs encoding-retrieval similarity analyses (ERS). These analyses assess evidence for the reinstatement of individual memories or episodes by directly correlating encoding and retrieval patterns for specific events (Staresina et al., 2012; Ritchey et al., 2013; Wing et al., 2015) . However, because this phenomenon has mainly been studied in sensory regions, it is less clear if cortical regions in the MTL similarly reinstate patterns based on the content or category of encoded information (cf: Staresina et al., 2012) , despite their known role in both encoding (Davachi et al., 2003; Ranganath et al., 2003; Uncapher and Rugg, 2005; Staresina et al., 2011 ; for a review, see: Davachi, 2006 ) and retrieval (Kirwan and Stark, 2004; Eldridge et al., 2005) operations.
Thus, despite an abundance of research investigating the encoding and retrieval operations of the hippocampus and surrounding MTL cortex, much less work has focused on how the MTL system as a whole coordinates the neural reinstatement of specific episodic memories. Theoretical models of hippocampal function in memory posit that hippocampal pattern completion may be necessary to reactivate, or bring back to mind, the details associated with a past experience and that hippocampal pattern completion may, thus, mediate cortical reinstatement (McClelland et al., 1995; MAR model: Davachi and Danker, 2013) . While there is some indication that hippocampal activation patterns can disambiguate individual memories (Chadwick et al., 2010) , and that hippocampal univariate activation at retrieval correlates with cortical reinstatement (Staresina et al., 2012; Ritchey et al., 2013; Bosch et al., 2014; Gordon et al., 2014) , and associative memory recovery more generally (Eldridge et al., 2000; Cabeza et al., 2001) , to our knowledge there is no direct evidence for hippocampal pattern completion revealed through the reinstatement of event-specific patterns of neural activity that were present at encoding. Furthermore, the 'memory as reinstatement' or MAR model (Davachi and Danker, 2013) predicts that subsequent reinstatement, mediated by pattern completion, should be modulated by encoding strength, indexed by activation in the cortical regions that process memoranda. Past studies have shown that univariate activation in the hippocampus at the time of encoding is related to later memory (Davachi et al., 2003; Ranganath et al., 2003) However, a remaining question is whether encoding strength in the hippocampus or in MTL cortex mediates later neural reinstatement.
To address these questions, in this study, participants underwent high-resolution fMRI during both associative memory encoding and retrieval. To measure the reinstatement of individual episodic memories, we used ERS to compute the match between encoding and retrieval multi-voxel patterns in hippocampal subfields and surrounding MTL cortex. We chose an associative memory task that involved forming a novel association between two objects, a function that has been shown to both depend on an intact hippocampus (Ryan et al., 2000; Holdstock, 2005; Hannula et al., 2006) as well as evoke strong perirhinal cortical activation because of its selectivity for object stimuli (Miyashita, 1988; Brown and Aggleton, 2001; Davachi, 2006; Awipi and Davachi, 2008) . First, we predicted that the hippocampus would show greater ERS for successful memories, in line with its predicted function of reinstating encoding experiences during retrieval. An abundance of prior studies employing ERS have, thus far, failed to find evidence of reinstatement in the hippocampus, (Staresina et al., 2012; Ritchey et al., 2013; Wing et al., 2015) . This is puzzling given evidence for hippocampal reinstatement in electrophysiological recordings (Frankland and Bontempi, 2005; Tayler et al., 2013) , and may be explained by the possibility that patterns of activation in the hippocampus are more fine-grained than those in cortical areas. Using high-resolution fMRI would help to provide finer-grained resolution to examine reinstatement in different hippocampal subfields. Second, given its role in object encoding, we hypothesized that perirhinal cortex (PrC) would also exhibit changes in ERS as a function of object memory. Critically, we then asked how univariate activation during encoding and retrieval in these regions correlate with ERS in PrC to gain leverage on factors during encoding and retrieval that contribute to cortical reinstatement.
METHODS
Results from this dataset investigating the contribution of functional connectivity to later memory have been previously published (Duncan et al., 2014; Tompary et al., 2015) . Seventeen students from New York University (8 female, mean age: 27.1, range: 22-35) participated. One participant was excluded due to experimenter error. All participants were right-handed with normal or corrected to normal vision. All experimental protocols were approved by the Institutional Review Board at New York University.
Experiment Design
Participants were scanned while they completed four interleaved blocks each of encoding, math and retrieval tasks (Fig.  1) . In total, the experiment comprised one 5.5-min baseline math scan, followed by four 17-min scans that included one block each of encoding, post-encoding math, and retrieval. Each block lasted for 5.5 min, and the stimulus onset and response window of each task were identical: the stimulus displayed for 3 s, then the response display for 2 s, followed by 4 s of fixation. The next day, participants returned to complete a long-term memory task that included a recognition test and a cued recollection test. We also collected confidence ratings for both long-term memory tests. For the purposes of this study, we only report the encoding and retrieval data from the first session.
Encoding
Over four blocks lasting 5.5 min, we presented participants with 144 object-object pairs and instructed them to associate each pair by vividly imagining the two objects interacting. Each object pair was presented for 3 s, allowing participants to create and elaborate on a scenario in which the objects interacted. Critically, one object in each pair was unique to that trial ("cue"), and the other object was one of four repeating objects: a baby bottle, clover, lobster, or scissors ("associate"). These four objects always appeared on the right side of the screen and repeated throughout the entire experiment, pseudorandomized such that each associate was paired with 36 different cues. In the following 2-s response period, participants rated the vividness of the imagined scenario on a scale of 1-4 (most to least vivid). The response mappings to the button box for the vividness ratings were counterbalanced across participants. If participants could not successfully imagine the objects interacting, they were able to opt out of the trial using the thumb button.
Math
In the scanner, participants completed a series of math problems between encoding and retrieving blocks of object pairs as well as at the beginning of the session. Each problem required the subtraction of two dividends. All possible solutions to each problem corresponded with the four buttons participants used to answer the problems. Each problem was presented on screen for 3 s, followed a 2-s response window with the response options displayed on screen, followed by 4 s of fixation. Participants completed 36 problems during each 5.5-min block immediately following each encoding block. If participants could not solve the problem, they were encouraged not to guess and indicate that they did not know by pressing the thumb button.
Retrieval
After each math block, participants performed a cued recall task for all cues that they saw in the immediately preceding encoding block. On each trial, participants were instructed to match the presented trial-unique cue with the correct associate. As in the encoding task, the object was presented on screen for 3 s, followed by a 2-s response window with the response options displayed (B, C, L, and S), corresponding to the four possible associates (baby bottle, clover, lobster, and scissors). An image of a notepad appeared next to each object to equate the number of objects on screen across retrieval and encoding trials. Critically, this meant that the visual display seen on corresponding encoding and retrieval trials were only partially overlapping because the to-be-recalled associate was never presented on retrieval trials. Participants were encouraged not to guess and were instructed to use the thumb button to indicate that they did not remember the correct associate. The retention interval for each trial was 11 min on average.
Long-Term Memory Test
Data from the next day's memory tests are not relevant to the aims of this experiment and therefore are not reported. In brief, participants were brought back to the laboratory 24 h after their scan sessions for a surprise memory test. Participants were tested for recognition of each cue, as well as memory for the associate studied with each cue (Duncan et al., 2014; Tompary et al., 2015) . fMRI All scanning was performed using a 3T Siemens Allegra MRI system with a whole-head coil. Visual stimuli were projected onto a screen that was viewed through a mirror attached to the participant's head coil. Functional data was collected using a zoomed high-resolution echo-planar pulse (EPI), with oblique coronal slices aligned perpendicular to the long axis of the hippocampus (1500-ms TR, 22-ms echo time (TE), FOV 5 192 3 96, 21 slices, 1.5 3 1.5 3 3-mm voxels, 778 flip angle). The field of view was decreased in the phase encode direction to reduce the total read out time and, thus, minimize distortions and artifacts (Olman et al., 2009) . Saturation bands were used to suppress signal for tissue superior and inferior to the coverage of the scan. For whole brain coverage, we collected a T1-weighted high-resolution magnetization-prepared rapid-acquisition gradient echo (MPRAGE) sequence (1 3 1 3 1 mm voxels, 176 sagittal slices). We also collected a T2weighted 3D image (5100-ms TR, 88-ms TE, .898 3 .898 3 1.5 mm voxels) in the same plane as the functional volumes. Finally, a field map sequence was collected to obtain estimates of the magnetic field and an in-plane spin-density image.
ROI Segmentation
Regions of interest (ROIs) were manually drawn using the coronal slices of each participant's MPRAGE as an anatomical reference, with a focus on the hippocampus and surrounding MTL cortex ( Fig. 2A ). Within the hippocampus, right and left CA1, CA2/3/dentate gyrus, and subiculum were isolated by referencing both an atlas and a previous high-resolution fMRI study (Duvernoy, 2005; Kirwan et al., 2007) . A bilateral hippocampus ROI was also created comprising the three subfields. Experiment design. A: An overview of the experiment design. Participants completed blocks of encoding, math, and retrieval, preceded by one baseline block of math. During encoding, participants imagined two objects interacting, and later performed cued recall by choosing the associate (baby bottle, clover, lobster, or scissors) originally presented with each cue. Between each encoding and retrieval block, participants solved math problems. The math blocks were used as a filler task to incorporate a delay between encoding and retrieval. [Color figure can be viewed in the online issue, which is available at wiley onlinelibrary.com.]
ROIs of the surrounding MTL cortex were also created, including PrC, parahippocampal cortex (PhC) and entorhinal cortex (ErC; Insausti et al., 1998) . Due to the limited coverage outside of the MTL afforded by high-resolution scans, control ROIs outside the MTL included the ventral tegmental area (VTA), nucleus accumbens and cerebral spinal fluid (CSF). We chose these three control regions because they were within the coverage of the functional scans in every participant, and because unlike ventral temporal areas (Ritchey et al., 2013; Gordon et al., 2014) , there is no prior evidence that these regions are involved in memory reinstatement. Therefore, we predicted that ERS within the control regions would not be modulated by memory. All regions were originally segmented for use in prior work (Duncan et al., 2014; Tompary et al., 2015) , and the same segmentations were used here. All ROIs were then resampled and aligned with the functional volumes. Finally, the ROIs were masked to remove voxels that had substantial dropout or distortions in the EPI images, first by excluding all voxels outside of a brain mask created by AFNI's 3dAutomask function (available online at http://afni.nimh.nih. gov/afni). Each ROI was then verified by visual comparison to an undistorted functional scan, generated by each participant's field map image. Due to disproportionate dropout in ErC, with an average of 28% voxels excluded per participant (SD: 17%), we did not use this ROI in any analyses.
Preprocessing
The data were preprocessed using custom scripts combining FSL command line tools (http://www.fmrib.ox.ac.uk/fsl) and AFNI (http://afni.nimh.nih.gov/afni). The first 11 volumes of all functional runs were discarded to allow for scanner stabilization. Then all functional volumes were slice time corrected, corrected for motion within each run, and finally aligned to the field map sequence. In order to retain high spatial resolution critical for pattern analyses, and to reduce the risk of blurring the boundaries of our small ROIs, the data were not spatially smoothed (Zeineh, 2003; Carr et al., 2010) .
Encoding-Retrieval Similarity
Representational similarity analysis (Kriegeskorte et al., 2008) was used to assess ERS as a measure of trial-specific episodic reinstatement (Xue et al., 2010; Staresina et al., 2012; Ritchey et al., 2013; Wing et al., 2015) . In each of the four runs, every encoding and retrieval trial was modeled as 3second boxcar function in a voxel-wise general linear model (GLM) using AFNI's 3dDeconvolve function. This resulted in four GLMs per subject, each with 72 regressors (one for each encoding and retrieval trial). Again, data entering the GLM were not smoothed or normalized. Each model also included a single regressor for all math trials and block regressors to account for any differences between encoding, math, and retrieval blocks. Two regressors were included to account for scanner drift, as well as six motion regressors derived from the motion correction process. The resulting beta values for each encoding and retrieval trial were transformed into t values (Kriegeskorte et al., 2008) , and then z-scored across voxels in each ROI such that the pattern of activity in each trial and run was centered around zero, ensuring that any results we found could not be driven by trial-to-trial fluctuations in mean activation across the ROI. Then, in each ROI, the pattern for each encoding trial was transformed into a vector and correlated with its corresponding retrieval vector. ERS for each trial was calculated as the correlation coefficient (Pearson's correlation) of these two vectors. The coefficients were Fisher transformed before being entered in statistical tests.
In our main analysis of interest, the correlation coefficients for each participant were sorted according to memory for that trial, with the critical comparison between ERS for correctly remembered trials relative to those that were forgotten (Fig.  2B ). In addition to standard statistical tests, permutation tests were employed to account for differences in accuracy across participants, which influenced the number of correct and incorrect trials that were entered into the comparison for each participant. To do this, accuracy of the trials in a given participant's run was shuffled across the run, thus maintaining the true distribution of remembered and forgotten trials per run. The original correlation coefficients were sorted by the shuffled accuracy. This computation was repeated 1,000 times, generating a null distribution of average correlation coefficients for remembered and forgotten trials for each subject. The true difference in ERS as a function of memory performance was compared with this null distribution.
ERS and Behavior
To further investigate the relationship between ERS and memory performance, correlations between ERS and overall memory across participants were computed. A memory score was created for all participants based on their performance at the immediate memory test: [Source Correct 2 (Source Incorrect)/4]. The number of incorrect trials was divided by four to account for the higher number of incorrect options presented on each trial (Duncan et al., 2014 ). An ERS score was computed for every participant: [Remembered ERS 2 Forgotten ERS] and then ERS score and memory score were correlated across participants. To ensure that our results were robust and would generalize outside of our sample, our results were confirmed with robust regression and permutation tests. Specifically, memory performance was shuffled across participants 10,000 times and shuffled scores were correlated with ERS in each ROI to create a null distribution. The true correlations were then compared to the shuffled distribution.
Univariate Activation
BOLD activation for each encoding and retrieval trial was also extracted. BOLD activation was calculated by averaging each trial's beta estimate over all voxels in an ROI. We then zscored all trials across each run to account for differences in activation between scans. Correlations between ERS and BOLD activation were Fisher transformed before being submitted to statistical tests.
RESULTS

Behavior
Associative memory for the repeated object that matched each cue was reliably above chance (mean 5 0.79, SD 5 0.15, t (15) 5 14.47, P < 10 211 ). Three participants reported falling asleep during the experiment (one participant during one run, two participants during two runs), and performance on these runs were < 2 SD relative to the group mean. Thus, those runs were excluded from all subsequent analyses. In addition, we required all participants to have seven or more trials in each accuracy bin, and as a result, we fully excluded one participant with an insufficient number of forgotten trials.
Memory Reinstatement
We first tested for differences in ERS for remembered versus forgotten trials. If ERS is related to memory success, there should be significantly greater ERS for remembered relative to forgotten trials. When considering the entire hippocampal region bilaterally, we found that ERS is indeed greater for remembered compared with forgotten trials (t (14) 52.26, P < 0.05; Fig. 3A ). Focusing in on hippocampal subfields revealed that ERS in right CA1, but not other subregions, shows significant modulation by memory (t (14) 5 2.21, P < 0.05; Fig. 3B ), with a trend in right CA3/DG in the same direction (t (14) 5 2.14, P 5 0.05). We confirmed these results with a permutation test (CA1: P < 0.002; CA3/DG: P 5 0.06). While we only found significant differences in the right subfields, separate 2 (hemisphere: right, left) by 2 (memory: remembered, forgotten) ANOVAs for each subfield revealed no significant difference between right and left CA1 (F (1,14) 5 0.44, P 5 0.52) or in right and left CA3/DG (F (1,14) 5 0.37, P 5 0.55). Furthermore, to compare ERS across the different hippocampal subfields, we ran a 3 (CA1, CA2/3/ DG, subiculum) by 2 (remembered, forgotten) repeated meas-ures ANOVA and found no interaction between memory and subfield (F (2,28) 5 1.66, P 5 0.21) and a trending main effect of memory accuracy (F (1,28) 5 4.21, P 5 0.06). Although ERS modulation by memory was not significantly greater in right CA1 than in other subfields, we focus on this region for subsequent analyses to maximize the sensitivity of the subsequent analyses.
Finally, ERS in PrC was also significantly higher for remembered compared with forgotten trials (PrC: t (14) 5 3.64, P < 0.005, Fig. 3A ). Of note, ERS in PHC revealed a trend in the same direction t (14) 5 1.87, P < 0.08). Critically, however, ERS was not significantly modulated by memory in the three control regions (all P's > 0.28; Fig 3C) .
ERS and Region Size
The BOLD signal in the MTL, particularly in cortex, is particularly susceptible to dropout and distortion due to its proximity to the ear canals. All of our ROIs were masked to exclude voxels with insufficient signal intensity (see Methods). To ensure that this procedure did not bias the results, we measured whether the number of voxels included for each participant influenced ERS values. In right CA1, no voxels were removed from each participant's ROI as a result of this process, with exception of 1 voxel removed from one participant's ROI. The number of voxels in each participant's rCA1 ROI did not relate to memory across participants (r (11) 5 0.10, P 5 0.76). Furthermore, when using a partial correlation to account for the number of voxels in rCA1, there was still a trend for ERS correlating with memory across participants (r (11) 5 0.56, P 5 0.09). In PrC, neither the size of the ROIs nor the proportion of voxels included correlated with memory across participants (size: r (11) 5 0.20, P 5 0.53; proportion: r (11) 5 0.17, P 5 0.58). When accounting for either of these variables in partial correlations, ERS still strongly related to memory (size: r (11) 5 0.83, P < 0.01; proportion: r (11) 5 0.79, P < 0.01). fMRI methods. A: An example of the ROI boundaries over a T2 weighted scan. All ROIs were hand-drawn while referencing coronal slices over T1 and T2 weighted images. B: A schematic of the ERS analysis. We computed same-memory ERS for each trial by correlating its pattern of activation at encoding and retrieval.
These results suggest that the ERS values represent the successful reinstatement of the initially encoded information, and are not confounded by variations in signal quality that are known to be especially problematic in anterior MTL cortex.
Across Participant ERS Correlations with Behavioral Memory Performance
To test if the extent to which participants exhibit ERS on individual trials relates to their overall memory performance, we asked to what extent ERS predicted memory performance across participants. Here, the three participants who reported falling asleep during the study were entirely excluded, to avoid any qualitative differences in the relationship between memory and ERS that could be related to sleeping. An ERS "difference score" was computed for each participant and ROI by subtracting the average ERS of forgotten trials from the average ERS of remembered trials. We then correlated this difference score with overall memory performance for each participant. Interestingly, we found significant positive correlations between participants' ERS difference scores and overall memory performance in right CA1 and PrC (CA1: r (10) 5 0.54, P 5 0.07; PrC: r (10) 5 0.80, P 5 0.002; all other ROIs, P > 0.23; Fig. 4 ). This suggests that participants who show stronger mnemonic reinstatement in CA1 and PrC are those who also have better associative memory performance. To ensure that these results are generalizable outside of our sample size, we replicated these results using a permutation test where memory performance Influence of ERS on memory. A: ERS for the hippocampus and MTL cortex, specifically PrC and PhC. ErC was not analyzed due to excessive dropout. B: ERS for hippocampal subfields: right CA1 and right CA2/3/DG. C: ERS for three control regions: VTA, nucleus accumbens, and CSF. Error bars denote standard error of the mean.~indicates P < 0.10, * indicates P <0.05, ** indicates P <0.005. [Color figure can be viewed in the online issue, which is available at wileyonlinelibrary.com.] was shuffled across participants (CA1: P < 0.05, PrC: P < 0.005). Robust regression further confirmed this relationship in PrC but not right CA1 (CA1: ß 5 0.13, P 5 0.13, PrC: ß 5 0.15, P < 0.005).
Predictors of ERS During Encoding and Retrieval
We next wanted to ask how univariate activation in MTL regions during encoding and retrieval are related to reinstatement, as measured by ERS. Specifically, we hypothesized that both encoding strength, measured by univariate encoding activation, and hippocampal signals related to retrieval, perhaps a proxy for pattern completion, may both be related to cortical reinstatement. For this analysis, we used PrC as our cortical region because it is known to be important for encoding and retrieval of object memories (Brown and Aggleton, 2001; Awipi and Davachi, 2008; Staresina and Davachi, 2008) and in our own dataset, shows significant memory modulated ERS. Thus, to test these predictions, we assessed whether our measure of ERS in PrC related to trial-by-trial variability in mean activation in the MTL ROIs (CA1 and PrC) within each participant. We correlated the trial-by-trial encoding and retrieval univariate activation in right CA1 and PrC with reinstatement measured in PrC for each participant. We found a dissociation between region and task, such that encoding activation in PrC correlated with PrC ERS (t (14) 5 5.20, P < 0.001), while right CA1 retrieval activation correlated with PrC ERS (t (14) 5 4.16, P < 0.005; Fig. 5 ). Furthermore, when we restricted the trials in this analysis to only include trials that were successfully remembered, we replicated our effects (PrC encoding activation related to PRC ERS: t (14) 5 4.24, P < 0.001; CA1 retrieval activation related to PrC ERS: t (14) 5 3.90, P < 0.01). Critically, to assess specificity, we found that PrC encoding activa-tion correlated more with PrC ERS than PrC retrieval activation (t (14) 5 2.34, P < 0.05). However, right CA1 retrieval activation correlated marginally more with ERS in PrC relative to right CA1 encoding activation (t (14) 5 1.76, P 5 0.10). Conversely, in keeping with the idea that specific cortical regions involved in encoding and retrieval are often sensitive to the content of the memory, neither encoding nor retrieval activation in PhC correlated with PrC ERS (both P's < 0.17). While we can make no assumptions about the directionality of the correlations, these results are in line with the hypothesis that cortical memory reinstatement is related to encoding strength, as measured by PrC univariate activation during encoding and hippocampal retrieval-related activation, perhaps related to pattern completion (McClelland et al., 1995; Norman and O'Reilly, 2003; Davachi and Danker, 2013) .
Comparing the Contribution of ERS and Univariate Activation to Memory
While we predicted a relationship between ERS and univariate activation that reflected the flow information during encoding and retrieval periods, we also expected that our measure of reinstatement captured patterns of activity in the BOLD signal that are more informative than mean BOLD activation in these regions (Staresina et al., 2012; LaRocque et al., 2013; Ritchey et al., 2013) . To ensure that ERS predicted memory accuracy when controlling for fluctuations in BOLD activation, we ran separate binomial logistic regressions for right CA1 and PrC to predict the memory success of each trial with three regressors:
(1) trial-by-trial ERS values, (2) trial-by-trial activation during encoding, and (3) trial-by-trial activation during retrieval. We included random intercept and slope terms for each participant, and all other variables were modeled as fixed effects. When entered into the regression with encoding and retrieval activation, ERS in PrC remained significant when accounting for univariate encoding and retrieval activity (ß 5 2.61, P < 0.01) and predicted memory significantly better than univariate encoding and retrieval activation in PrC (encoding: wald v 2 5 6.77, P < 0.01; retrieval: wald v 2 5 6.85, P < 0.01) ( Table 1) . ERS from right CA1 remained a significant predictor of memory accuracy (ß 5 1.53, P < 0.05) and was significantly more correlated with memory compared both to encoding and retrieval activation (encoding: wald v 2 5 4.34, P < 0.05; retrieval: wald v 2 5 4.87, P < 0.05). Critically, these results indicate that ERS relates to memory accuracy more than both encoding and retrieval activation, and continues to relate to memory accuracy even when accounting for mean BOLD activation at encoding and retrieval.
Specificity of Reinstatement
While previous work has identified item-level reinstatement in cortical regions (Staresina et al., 2012; Ritchey et al., 2013; Wing et al., 2015) , evidence for item-level reinstatement in the hippocampus remains elusive. We next assessed whether the ERS seen in right CA1 and PrC represented reinstatement of specific episodes-specifically, trial-unique pairs of objectsand were not, for example, driven by the act of retrieving one of the four associates which trials had in common. To test this, we conducted two control analyses: the first probed ERS for trials that shared an associate and the second focused on comparisons across encoding trials to assess how perceptual similarity contributes to measures of pattern similarity (Fig. 6A) .
For the first analysis, following an approach from Staresina and colleagues (2012), we created same-associate ERS scores by correlating: (1) the pattern of each encoding trial with all the retrieval trials studied with the same associate and (2) the pattern of each retrieval trial with all encoding trials that shared its associate. The two scores were averaged to create one sameassociate ERS score for each trial, which was then compared with the original ERS values (same-memory ERS). Because same-associate ERS is a measure of similarity across all episodes that shared an associate, while same-memory ERS is a measure of the reinstatement of a specific episode, we predicted that same-memory ERS would be greater than same-associate ERS for remembered items (Fig. 6B ). In addition to traditional statistical comparisons, we also employed a permutation test that took into account the different number of comparisons in each condition (1 measure for same-memory ERS and up to 8 for same-associate ERS). To do this, we shuffled each participant's accuracy and trial type across each run and recomputed the difference between correlations for same-memory ERS and sameassociate ERS 1,000 times. We then compared the true difference against this null distribution. First, in a repeated measures ANOVA with PrC ERS (same-memory, same-associate) and memory performance (remembered, forgotten) as factors, we found a significant interaction (F (1,14) 5 10.45, P < 0.005) such that same-memory ERS was greater than same-associate ERS for remembered trials (t (14) 5 3.37, P < 0.005). We confirmed this difference with the permutation test (P < 0.005). We found a trend for the same interaction in right CA1 using a separate ANOVA (F (1,14) 5 4.34, P 5 0.06), driven by lower same-memory ERS than same-associate ERS for forgotten trials (t (14) 5 21.71, P 5 0.11), and no difference between samememory ERS than same-associate ERS for remembered trials (t (14) 5 1.41, P 5 0.18). However, when employing a permutation test, we found that same-memory ERS was marginally greater than same-associate ERS in right CA1 (P 5 0.07). Furthermore, neither region exhibited changes in same-associate ERS as a function of memory success (CA1: t (14) 5 1.61, P 5 0.13, PrC: t (14) 5 21.52, P 5 0.15). The fact that samememory ERS was consistently greater than same-associate ERS We computed separate binary logistic regressions for CA1 and PrC to predict memory success for each trial using ERS, encoding activation, and retrieval activation as predictors for each ROI. Bold statistic indicates significant effects.
for remembered trials reinforces the claim that same-memory ERS is sensitive to the unique combination of objects in each trial. That same-associate ERS did not reflect memory success lends support for our claim that same-memory ERS is sensitive to reinstatement of unique, trial-specific memories.
Our second control analysis addressed the possibility that the difference between same-memory ERS and same-associate ERS is not due to the unique reinstatement of a cue with its associate, but instead is driven by differences in perceptual overlap. Same-memory ERS may be greater than same-associate ERS because the cue is on screen both during encoding and retrieval, while trials with a different cue at encoding and retrieval were used to compute same-associate ERS and therefore had less perceptual overlap across encoding and retrieval FIGURE 6.
Specificity of reinstatement. A: Schematic of control analyses used to assess item-level reinstatement in the MTL. B: Group mean of same-memory and same-associate ERS in CA1 and PrC for all correctly remembered trials. Same-associate ERS was computed by correlating each encoding trial with all retrieval trials that shared an associate, and correlation each retrieval trial with all encoding trials that shared an associate. ** indicates P < 0.01,~indicates P < 0.1 using permutation tests. Error bars denote standard error of the mean. C: Group mean of encodingencoding similarity in CA1 and PrC for all correctly remembered trials, sorted by similarity across trials with either the same or different associate. Error bars denote standard error of the mean.
[Color figure can be viewed in the online issue, which is available at wileyonlinelibrary.com.] relative to same-memory ERS trials. Because cues never repeated within the encoding or retrieval tasks, we instead used the repeating associates to see if differences in perceptual similarity could explain any differences in pattern similarity. Specifically, we correlated the pattern similarity of each encoding trial with all other encoding trials with the same associate ("same associate"), and also correlated this pattern with all other encoding trials with a different associate ("different associate"). We limited this analysis to all correctly remembered trials to equate for successful encoding. To minimize any potential differences in temporal distance, we correlated each encoding trial only with encoding trials in different runs. In both regions, pattern similarity for same associate and different associate encoding trials were not significantly different (CA1: t (14) 5 20.61, P < 1; PrC: t (14) 5 21.19, P < 1, Fig. 6C ). Unfortunately the field of view used in this study did not include coverage of regions where we might expect that perceptual similarity would result in increased pattern similarity, for instance in ventral temporal or occipital cortex. We cannot completely rule out the influence of perceptual similarity with null results, but this does suggest that any effects of perceptual similarity are negligible in this analysis.
DISCUSSION
The reinstatement of patterns of encoding-related activation is quickly becoming recognized as a hallmark of successful memory retrieval. Prior work has shown that cortical regions reactivate and that patterns of activity in cortical regions also re-emerge when associations from a prior episode are brought back to mind. The current experiment was designed to query the role of hippocampal subregions and MTL cortical regions in memory reinstatement. Using ERS to measure the reinstatement of episodic memories, our results provide evidence for the reinstatement of unique episodic memories, both in the hippocampus, specifically right CA1, and in the PrC. In addition, we find that participants who show more pronounced modulation of ERS during successful remembering are those whose memories are better, on average, which strengthens the proposed link between neural reinstatement and memory success. Critically, we show that cortical reinstatement in PrC differentially relates to univariate activation in CA1 and PrC, such that PrC ERS is related to trial-by-trial fluctuations in activation in PrC during encoding, but related to right CA1 activation during retrieval. Finally, we employ several control analyses to ensure that the match between encoding and retrieval patterns reflects the reinstatement of individual associative memories.
Past studies have found correlations between hippocampal activation at retrieval and ERS in a wide variety of cortical regions (Staresina et al., 2012; Ritchey et al., 2013) as well as cortical reinstatement more generally (Kuhl et al., 2010; Wimmer and Shohamy, 2012) , but none to date have found this effect in the hippocampus. We see evidence that pattern reinstatement in the hippocampus is not only greater for correctly remembered object pairs relative to forgotten pairs, but also relative to the reinstatement seen during successfully remembered trials that share the same associate. This pattern suggests that the match between encoding and retrieval patterns in the hippocampus may represent individual episodes. However, the stimuli in our experiment are not entirely unique, due to the repeating associates that overlap amongst many pairs. This brings up the question of whether our ERS measure is indeed sensitive to the reinstatement of individual memories or simply sensitive to the reinstatement of the repeating associate. If ERS is only driven by the retrieved associate that is shared by many of the individual memories, then we would expect the ERS computation to reveal equivalent values when grouping all trials that share an associate and comparing them to individual memory trials, which also share an associate. However, we find that the match between patterns elicited by the encoding and retrieval of a specific object-object pair is significantly greater than the match between encoding and retrieval patterns of all pairs that share an associate (Fig. 6B ). Furthermore, we also asked whether ERS is related to perceptual overlap that is evident when comparing the encoding and retrieval of specific object-object associations by comparing trials across encoding that share perceptual overlap. Here, again, we do not see any evidence that patterns elicited in PrC or right CA1 are sensitive to the perceptual overlap of the presented paired associates during encoding (Fig. 6C) .
We attribute our novel finding to two factors. First, retrieval performance in our studies was quite high relative to prior studies, and it is possible that memories in our study were more vivid, which raises the possibility that ERS may be specifically related to the recollection of detailed associations. Indeed, in a prior study that decoded memories in the hippocampus, participants were repeatedly shown the encoding memoranda and were trained to vividly recall details of each episode (Chadwick et al., 2012) . In addition, our study differed from past work through use of high-resolution fMRI, which may be more sensitive to patterns of activation in small regions (Kirwan et al., 2007) . Using high-resolution fMRI also enabled us to investigate the independent contribution of hippocampal subfield CA1 and generate specific predictions about its role in neural reinstatement based on past research. For instance, past work has implicated CA1 in both memory encoding and retrieval processes (Eldridge et al., 2005; Duncan et al., 2014) and suggests that CA1 may act as a comparator between past memories and incoming sensory information in the environment (Chen et al., 2011; Duncan et al., 2012) . While we found that ERS in all subfields was numerically higher for trials that were successfully remembered, the effect was only statistically significant in right CA1.
We also find a higher match between encoding and retrieval for successfully remembered object pairs in the PrC, which is consistent with previous demonstrations of reinstatement within the category-specific ventral and medial temporal cortical regions that are involved in encoding those memories (Polyn et al., 2005; Staresina et al., 2013) . Furthermore, we find that encoding activation in PrC is correlated with ERS in this region. While we cannot make any claims about the causal relationship between activation and ERS, this finding is consistent with a large body of work that has linked stimulus-specific cortical encoding activation to later successful memory (for example, Davachi et al., 2003; Uncapher et al., 2006) in addition to cortical reinstatement (Wheeler et al., 2000; Polyn et al., 2005; Kuhl et al., 2012) . It is well known that greater univariate encoding activation relates to subsequent memory, with activation being positively correlated with encoding success. Thus, greater activation in PrC related to ERS may reflect stronger memory encoding, which likely is related to both information processing and effort.
Past studies using ERS found evidence for reinstatement of scenes in the PhC, a region previously implicated in scene processing (Epstein and Kanwisher, 1998) and involved in memories involving scenes or contextual information more broadly (Weis et al., 2004; Davachi, 2006; Diana et al., 2007; Awipi and Davachi, 2008) , while using word-scene stimuli exclusively (Staresina et al., 2012; Ritchey et al., 2013) . This is consistent with work linking parahippocampal activation to the encoding and retrieval of scenes (Staresina et al., 2011 (Staresina et al., , 2013 . By contrast, prior work has shown that the PrC is differentially important for the encoding and retrieval of objects, or items (Awipi and Davachi, 2008; Staresina and Davachi, 2008; Staresina et al., 2011) and our finding that the PrC reinstates objects associations is consistent with these results. Our study does not directly test the difference in cortical reinstatement by using different categories of stimuli, nor did the coverage of our scans allow us to use other regions in the cortex, such as the lateral occipital complex (Grill-Spector et al., 2001) , to further investigate the specificity of cortical reinstatement. However, the fact that ERS in the PrC is modulated by memory success when using objects as stimuli lends support for the idea that reinstatement is specific to relevant cortical areas within the MTL.
CA1 may be uniquely equipped to initiate the reinstatement of a memory in cortical regions, as it is the only subfield with direct reciprocal connections to the MTL cortex (Amaral and Witter, 1989) and it receives input from CA3 (Amaral and Witter, 1989; Hasselmo et al., 1995) . Models of hippocampal function in memory predict that encoding and retrieval may depend on switches in communication with CA1. During encoding, CA1 may bias the input it receives from cortical regions that carry sensory information about the current environment via the MTL cortex, while during retrieval, CA1 may selectively prioritize input from CA3 that then propagates out through the MTL cortex to relevant cortical regions in order to coordinate cortical reinstatement (O'Reilly and McClelland, 1994; Norman and O'Reilly, 2003) . Consistent with these models, we found that those trials with greater univariate encoding activation in the PrC resulted in higher reinstatement in the PrC, while right CA1 activation during retrieval correlated with reinstatement in the PrC. Hippocampal involvement in cortical reinstatement at retrieval is consistent with previous work (Kuhl et al., 2010; Staresina et al., 2012; Wimmer and Shohamy, 2012; Ritchey et al., 2013) and is in line with the theoretical role of CA1 in reinstating a memory and then transferring that information to cortex, thus driving cortical reinstatement. Furthermore, a prior analysis of this dataset has found elevated CA1-CA3/DG connectivity during retrieval relative to encoding (Duncan et al., 2014) . While we cannot make any claims about the directionality of these correlations, the relationships between activation and ERS provide some leverage for models of encoding strength and pattern completion that detail the flow of input during encoding from cortex to hippocampus and, during retrieval, the reinstatement from hippocampus back to cortex.
It is possible that ERS is only sensitive to processes related to general memory success instead of representations of specific memories. To adjudicate between these two possibilities, we compared pattern similarity between encoding and retrieval trials for unique memories (same-memory ERS) with pattern similarity between encoding and retrieval trials for object pairs that shared the same associate but did not share the same cue (same-associate ERS). We found greater same-memory ERS for successfully retrieved memories relative to same-associate ERS, both in right CA1 and in PrC, which replicates a similar effect in nearby PhC when learning scene-word pairs (Staresina et al., 2012) . This result builds confidence that ERS is not just picking up on general successful memory retrieval in CA1 and the PrC. Further control analyses suggested that this difference was also not driven by increased perceptual overlap in the samememory condition. In fact, only same-memory ERS exhibited reliable differences that related to memory success, which suggests that the signal used in this analysis is sensitive to patterns of activity that are unique to different memories, rather than reflecting a more general process that underlies memory formation. Nor could it be that our measure of reinstatement merely reflected differences in mean activation in these regions, since we computed a binary logistic regression (LaRocque et al., 2013; Ritchey et al., 2013) to confirm that ERS both in right CA1 and PrC reliably predicted memory performance when controlling for encoding and retrieval activation.
In conclusion, our findings suggest that successful memory for unique episodic events is reflected by neural reinstatement of patterns of activity in the hippocampus, particularly in right CA1 and in the PrC. To our knowledge, this is the first demonstration that the hippocampus reinstates patterns of individual episodic memories. Furthermore, we find that distinct MTL interactions at encoding and retrieval may independently contribute to successful cortical reinstatement in the MTL, giving us further insight into the mechanisms underlying widespread memory reinstatement throughout cortex.
